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Songs for the late night
Embracing song collection by Mark Scheibe – as if it were handwritten letters
The romantic jazzy songs on Mark Scheibe's CD »Lieder für den späten Abend« deal with the great
emotions passion and desire, and with transience. The album is a tribute to Scheibe's swing and jazz
heroes. The process of songwriting was designed strictly modern through interaction with his fans on
the internet.
About the music
Mark Scheibe always communicates with his audience and he is a real
»master of spontaneous composing«. The songs on this CD were
developed within his project »Hit-Experiment«. Scheibe's Facebook
friends posted words of their choice within two weeks. He took the words
and daily wrote a song and published a video at the same time, too.
The song collection was arranged for swing combo and strings by Mark
Scheibe. The studio recording was made in the Sendesaal Bremen with
him as the singer and the pianist. Also Gregoire Peters (tenor saxophone), Johannes Gehlmann (guitar), Lars Gühlke (double bass) and
Marcin Lonak (drums) were part of the band. The string quartet consisted
of Gunther Schwiddessen (violin), Stefan Latzko (violin), Friederike Latzko
(viola) and Stephan Schrader (violoncello). In addition Bojana Tadic
(violoncello) was sitting in on the track »Ein paar Zeilen von dir«.
It was on Mark Scheibe's mind to make music which creates »an embracing, sensual atmosphere«. The listener
would hear »artful lyrics and magic sounds«. Just as if the songs were handwritten letters.
Track listing
1. »Zwischen gestern und heute«, 2. »Als ob«, 3. »Mittwochs gehörst du mir«, 4. »Weck die Diva in dir«,
5. »Illusion«, 6. »Du bringst mich um«, 7. »Cherie«, 8. »Ein paar Zeilen von dir«, 9. »Der Morgen danach«,
10. »Wunderbar wie du«, 11. »Mein Haus«.
About the artist
Mark Scheibe grew up in Bremen in Northern Germany. Scheibe appeared in a lot of different projects and bands
in his hometown. For example he worked at the Theater Bremen with choreographer Hans Kresnik. In the
beginning of the millenium he moved to Berlin. Until today the 48-year-old musician composed and texted for
more than 30 theatre productions. In summer 2017 his first concert opera will be taken into the repertoire of the
Theater Freiburg.
From 2008 to 2012 Mark Scheibe hosted the popular »Berlin Revue« in the Admiralspalast with a staff orchestra
and many guest artists. »Mark Scheibes Wilde Bühne« followed up in the Varieté Wintergarten, also in the capital
city. Since 2007 he is the artistic leader of the education project »Melodie des Lebens«, which was awarded with
the ECHO Klassik in 2012 as a part of the initiative »Zukunftslabor« of the orchestra Die Deutsche Kammerphilharmonie Bremen.
Scheibe collaborated musically in TV shows at Radio Bremen and the NDR (»Extra 3«), and he was the musical
head of the talkshow »Dickes B« at the RBB, where he shared stage with artists like 2raumwohnung, Gentleman
and Paul van Dyk, and he presented their songs in orchestral arrangements. Scheibe worked also as arranger for
other musicians' albums, e. g. from Ella Endlich, Flo Mega and Laing.
The CD »Lieder für den späten Abend« (Order number brhCD1602) is the first CD in the series
»openmusic« of the label bremen radiohall records. It will be available soon on iTunes and Amazon.
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